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21st September 2018
Role - Cartographic Designer
Based in Exeter, Devon - Map Marketing are leading publishers of a wide range of printed maps
supplying both the wholesale trade and direct to end user clients. We have a position available to join
our small, hard-working Custom Maps team that tailor make and produce bespoke printed & digital
maps for corporate clients.
This role involves a high level of front-line customer interfacing; seeing each job through from
discussing a client’s initial requirements to creating the final raster file ready for printing. The end
product is a visual tool and as such an eye for clarity and aesthetics is an important aspect of the job.
You will also work with the marketing team to suggest and develop new product lines and help create
content for our websites.
The right candidate will have significant experience of working with GIS and have a keen commercial
aptitude. Practical experience in GIS (in particular MapInfo Pro, MapBasic or QGIS) combined with a
hands-on approach to IT in general is essential. Experience in using graphic design packages such as
Adobe Photoshop or Illustrator would also be helpful. You will be comfortable working in a customerfacing environment. The role would suit a self-sufficient individual who is happy working in a team
with a pragmatic approach to problem solving.
If you are energetic, possess good communications skills and want to work as part of a small & vibrant
team, we would like to hear from you now.
If this sounds like something you would be interested in, please send your covering letter and CV to
Chris Mallinson, Technical Director, Map Marketing Ltd, 1st Floor 1 Oak Tree Place, Manaton Close,
Exeter EX2 8WA email chris@mapmarketing.com
Starting salary experience dependant £19,000 - £22,000
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